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Quasi-linear model of non-lo al magneti
generation in laser-plasmas
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A new magneti eld generation me hanism in laser-plasmas was re ently reported [1℄.
This sour e, whi h was rst seen in Vlasov-Fokker-Plan k simulations using the simulation ode IMPACT, works in a semi- ollisional regime in ontrast to onventional
me hanisms su h as the rne rTe sour e ( ollisional) or ponderomotive me hanisms
( ollisionless). In essen e it is a non-lo al analogue of the rne  rTe me hanism but
an operate without the need for a density gradient. Analyti al models are being
developed to further our understanding of how this B- eld sour e works and also to
identify the key parameters and their s alings. One model predi ts the early-time
growth (i.e. over the rst few ollision times) of B- eld from arbitrary temperature,
density and Z (degree of ionization) pro les. The newest model employs a quasi-linear
like approa h and is valid for arbitrarily long times. It applies to pairs of temperature
perturbations (with ne and Z uniform) and shows that non-parallel perturbations
with di erent wavelengths drive B- eld generation. Although this quasi-linear model
doesn't in lude heating { it is developed in terms of de aying temperature perturbations { we nd that it does a very good job at des ribing B- eld growth seen in
simulations where the plasma is heated.
The rne  rTe or thermoele tri me hanism is a well known sour e of B- elds in
laser-plasmas under ollisional onditions [2℄. Strong thermoele tri magneti elds
are believed to be responsible for the hot spots measured in the (ionized) gas ll
of hohlraums [3℄ sin e they suppress thermal transport. The thermoele tri B- eld
me hanism originates from the url of the ambipolar ele tri eld that maintains
quasineutrality, i.e., E = rPe=(ene), where Pe = ne Te is the ele tron pressure. The
pressure gradient is one term appearing in Ohm's law, whi h des ribes momentum
balan e of the ele tron uid. The lo al approximation (restri ting f0 , the isotropi
part of the ele tron distribution fun tion, to a Maxwellian; f0 = fM ) is onventionally made when obtaining the versions of Ohm's law (e.g. Braginskii s version)
from the Vlasov-Fokker-Plan k (VFP) equation whi h are then used to derive the
B_ = (kb =ene )rne  rTe sour e. By solving the Vlasov-Fokker-Plan k equation dire tly and thereby dispensing with the lo al approximation we have found new B- eld
sour e terms whi h are non-lo al analogues of the rne  rTe me hanism. It is well
known that non-lo al e e ts play a ru ial role in determining heat ow down steep
temperature gradients; they explain the severe redu tion of heat ow ompared to the
Spitzer-Harm value (whi h uses the lo al approximation) when the temperature s ale
length approa hes  the ollisional mean-free-path. We nd that non-lo al e e ts
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are also relevant to magneti eld generation and in this ontext they also be ome
important when the hara teristi temperature, density and/or Z s ale-lengths approa h  . Su h onditions are found, e.g., in the gas ll of hohlraums where the high
temperature  5keV plus low density  1021 m 3 and Z result in a mean-free-path
(for thermal ele trons) that is a substantial fra tion of the dimensions of the hohlraum
ontainer.
Kineti simulations of a uniform density plasma undergoing strong heating, arried
out using the VFP ode IMPACT [4℄, have shown that magneti elds strong enough
to seriously a e t heat ow out of the heating region an spontaneously grow via the
non-lo al me hanism. In [1℄ heating with a rippled pro le (des ribed by 1 tanh[(x
fxo +  os(ky)g)=L℄) was applied at the left edge of a omputational domain of size
xlen = 12 by ylen = 2 . In [5℄ the degree of ionization was modulated with the same
rippled pro le and the heating was planar instead (with xlen = 60 by ylen = 10 ).
In both ases the plasma be ame magnetized with !ge rea hing values of 10 in pla es.
The absen e of anisotropi pressure (IMPACT uses the di usion approximation), rules
out me hanisms like Weibel as the ause of the B- elds observed.
The general basis for this non-lo al B- eld sour e an be understood by obtaining
a more general version of Ohm's law that does away with the lo al approximation.
Under the assumptions/simpli ations used in the simulations, Ohm's law be omes
eE=me = r(ne hv 5 i)=(6ne hv 3i) when the urrent and magneti eld are negligible
(as o urs initially).
This is valid for arbitrary f0 and the moments are de ned as
R 1 2+m
m
dv . The url of the ele tri eld therefore involves the ross
ne hv i = 4 0 f0 v
3
produ t r(nehv i)  r(ne hv5i). When f0 ! fM the moments be ome hvmi / T m=2
and the familiar result, rne rTe, is re overed. But if f0 is not Maxwellian a B- eld
an be generated even when rne = 0 if the gradients in the hv3i and hv5i moments
are not parallel. Non-lo al transport whi h leads to non-Maxwellian f0 an a hieve
this.
The `early time model' [5℄ des ribes this distortion of f0 due to non-lo al transport of
ele trons and the subsequent spontaneous generation of B- eld. We have developed
an analyti al expression for the magneti eld that is generated at early times by
pres ribed, initial, ele tron temperature, density and Z pro les. When the density
and temperature are uniform
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where  /Te2=Zne and  = vt  as usual and the numeri al oeÆ ients are given
to 3s.f. The model assumes that f0 starts out as Maxwellian (with the relevant
lo al density and temperature) at t = 0. Other assumptions are no time dependent
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ionization, no ion motion, no ele tron inertia and only e{i ollisions. It is valid in
the limit when B and j are negligibly small. Its range of validity extends over the
rst few ollision times only. Next, adding in spatially varying Z introdu es 4 extra
terms involving fa tors like (rZ=Z )  (rT =T ) (see [5℄). Finally introdu ing density
gradients reveals another 14 terms with fa tors like, e.g., (rn=n)  (rT =T ) and
(rn=n)  (rZ=Z ). Note that a similar expression an be obtained in the lo al limit
but has 9 terms, none of whi h vary like (rT =T ) or (rZ=Z ), and the numeri al
oeÆ ients are 4{15 times smaller.
The quasi-linear model is based on linearization of the f0 and f1 VFP equations
for harmoni , de aying temperature-perturbations (but uniform density and Z ) with
ÆTj / os(kj  x) exp( j t). Ele tron-ele tron ollisions are in luded in the evolution
equation for f0 but we use a Krook ollision operator, (t f0) = ~ee =vp(f0 fM )
(where p an be hanged to spe ify how ollision rates s ale with velo ity) rather than
the full integro-di erential operator (involving Rosenbluth oeÆ ients et .) used in
IMPACT. The rst order f0 and f1 equations are ombined and using two appropriate
onstraints (usually j = 0 and n = 0 to rst order in ÆTj ), we are able to obtain a
dispersion relation whi h relates the de ay rate j to that perturbation
wavenumber
p
kj . This shows that ked is the key parameter where ed = ee ei is the ele tron
delo alization length [6℄. Pro eeding onto the se ond order f1 equation it is possible
to derive the following expression for non-lo al B- eld growth
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where NL is a fun tion that essentially en apsulates the degree of non-lo ality and
is a ( ompli ated) fun tion of k1ed and k2ed. It turns out that NL ! 0 when
k2 ed = k1 ed . Additionally, it is immediately apparent from equation (2) that the
temperature perturbations must not be parallel either. Figure 1 shows how NL
varies with k1 ed when k2ed = 2k1ed . It is apparent that degree of non-lo ality
is within a fa tor of  3 of the optimum over a wide range, 0:01 < k1ed < 1
(i.e. 6 < 1 =ed < 600). Figure 1 (left) shows that the quasi-linear model (with
its simpli ed treatment of e{e ollisions) re overs the essen e of the non-lo al sour e.
Furthermore if heating is applied with a dual 1 + os(k  x) spatial dependen e (right
gure) instead of starting with temperature perturbations and letting them de ay,
the NL parameter measured in VFP simulations is still in good agreement with the
quasi-linear model. Therefore the me hanism is robust. The blue urve on the right
gure orresponds to 1 = 380ed, 2 = 1=2, Z = 10, and heating at a (peak) rate
(per mode) that raises Te by the initial temperature To in 104 e{i ollision times (ei).
Time progresses along the urve starting at the lower left. The non-lo ality rapidly
develops (the `stem' of the urve) and then over time the system gradually heats
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Figure 1: S aling of the non-lo ality parameter for B- eld generation,
NL (k1 ed ; k2 ed ), with temperature perturbation wavenumber k1 ed (when k2 ed =
2k1ed). Left: quasi-linear model with ee / v 3 (red urve) and ee / v0 (green),
VFP simulations with full e{e ollision operator (blue points) and the simpli ed Krook
ollision operator with ee / v0 (bla k points). Right: shows NL measured from two
VFP simulations of heated plasma (blue and magenta urves) next to the same quasilinear results. The x and y s ales are logarithmi (base 10).
up and ked in reases (the ` ap' of the urve) sin e ed/T 2. The simulation ends
after 8500ei. The magenta urve orresponds to 1 = 200ed, 2 = 1=2, Z = 1,
tmax = 450ei and heating at To per 180ei . For very strong heating rates approa hing
To =ei we expe t signi ant departures from the quasi-linear model. Finally, it should
be said that simple s aling arguments suggest that non-lo al B- eld generation by
2-ÆTe will ex eed the (lo al version of the) rne  rTe sour e when LT < Ln N
where LT = jrT =T j. Thus for suÆ iently ompa t hot spots where the main Fourier
omponents fall within 0:01 < k1ed < 1, non-lo al B- eld generation is expe ted to
ex eed the onventional rne  rTe sour e.
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